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Technical / Tactical ✔

Keeping Possession By Using Midfielder's- Combining together

Tactical / Technical

WARM-UP
Organization

Key Coaching Points

Length: 20-25min

Click to insert session diagram

1. Body Positioning/creating good angles- open up
and receive with the foot where you can see the
(see attachment for 3 different progressions: shown in
majority of the field. Popping off into space
picture left is progression #3)
2. Change of Pace- timing to receive the ball, creating
space between you and the "defender"
Groups of 6-8
3. Pace of Pass- crisp and clean, to create a smooth
rhythm
Grid: 15 by 30 yards (can change based on level of players) 4. Playing the way you face- based on body position,
space, help, and pressure
Continuous line change
5.Spacial Awareness- always taking peeks to see what
is around
6. Communication

ACTIVITY 1
Organization

Click to insert session diagram

Key Coaching Points

Length: 20 min
-40 by 60 yard grid, use the center circle for neutral
zone
-7v7+3 (based on what number you have could be
6v6 or 8v8, etc)
-Anyone can defend/attack in the center circle but
neutrals must stay in the circle
-P1: 8 passes (1 pass has to be to a neutral)=1 pt
-P2: 8 passes (1 pass to be to a neutral who has to
find another neutral in 1 touch)
-First team to 5 points wins

1. Movement- finding gaps/pockets of space to
find the ball
2. Midfielders supporting angles for each other
3. Rhythm- play in 1-2 touches, keep the ball
moving
4. Awareness - pressure, help, and space
5. Simplicity
6. Communication

ACTIVITY 2
Organization

Click to insert session diagram

Key Coaching Points

Length: 20 min
-40 by 60 yard grid going to goal, use the center
circle for neutral zone
-7v7+3 (based on what number you have could be
6v6 or 8v8, etc)
-Neutrals don't have to stay in zone, have freedom
to move
-Must find a midfielder before scoring
-5 min games or first to 2 goals

1. Movement- finding gaps/pockets of space to
find the ball
2. Supporting angle for each other
3. Rhythm- play in 1-2 touches, keep the ball
moving
4. Awareness - pressure, help, and space
5. Simplicity
6. Communication
7. Shape in the midfield

GAME
Organization
Length: 20 min
Click to insert session diagram

11 v 11
Both teams set up in a 1-4-3-3
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Key Coaching Points
1. Midfielders finding space to receive the ball
2. Body position- opening up to turn and
penetrate with a pass
3. Spacial Awareness- where is help, space,
opposition
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